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ArrowSphere
Cloud Brokerage Platform

ArrowSphere is a multi-tier platform, uniquely engineered to simplify the connection between 
cloud service providers, partners and end-customers.

We exclusively offer our partners a one-stop-shop solution to help them meet their customers’ 
evolving needs by providing a unique single platform to buy leading cloud products, manage IaaS, 
PaaS and SaaS solutions entire lifecycles, monitor activity with powerful BI tools and sell services 
with a best of breed storefront and deep integration solutions.

ArrowSphere ecosystem is designed to get our partners cloud services running quickly and 
empower them to reach their customers with the right offer at the right place.

A Unique Cloud Providers’ Catalogue
In order to give seamless access to the industry’s leading vendors in one single place, Arrow has 
built strong worldwide partnerships with the major Cloud Providers. Our 50 + vendor catalogue 
and dedicated vendor services onboarding development team, have made ArrowSphere the most 
comprehensive platform and efficient solution to resell Microsoft CSP and the leading worldwide 
platform in net new Office 365 seats in 2019!

End to end cloud life cycle management
From creating a custom offer to integrating a consolidated billing into an ERP, ArrowSphere is 
designed to support our partners Cloud business growth at every key step of its lifecycle. This is 
the perfect one-stop-shop solution to support their cloud activity by giving them the reliability, 
flexibility and peace of mind to make each of their customers’ cloud journeys a success.

ArrowSphere FinOps Tools to analyze and plan the cloud activity
ArrowSphere comes with a powerful consolidated dashboard to monitor our partners’ cloud 
businesses in real time. Viewing IaaS monthly trends by customer, zooming into subscription level 
to set alerts and get projected consumption or analyzing the churn on SaaS products, our FinOps 
Tools are the ideal control panel for sales teams to track customers’ activities, understand their 
business trends and take appropriate actions.  

Flexible ecosystem 
Every journey to the cloud is unique, that’s why we have developed flexible solutions adapted to 
each of our customers’ business needs, making it easy to build their own workflow. From a turnkey 
customer portal (My Cloud Portal) to deep API integration, the ArrowSphere platform makes it 
easy to adapt the end customer journey to our customers’ business needs and their existing 
infrastructures. 

ArrowSphere is the one-stop-shop for Cloud Services Builders, Integrators and Resellers, helping 
our partners to succeed in their digital transformation and accelerate their cloud growth. 

Key Features

• Unique cloud provider 
catalogue 

• End to end cloud services 
lifecycle management 

• Tailored  solutions to build 
your perfect cloud reselling 
workflow

• State of the art cloud 
management tools 

• Best in class services and 
support 


